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OVERVIEW

The sociocultural nature of the psyche and learning has never been easy to comprehend

due to the 'lure of binarism' and the 'individual-social antinomy' in scientific and public

spheres of knowledge production (Cole & Wertsch 1996; Soja 1996). Despite the fact that

language learning in social practices leads and mediates our psychological development

(thinking, memory, motivation, attention, etc.) and the construction of our identities, views

of an innate origin of the psyche still dominate theories of learning and education practices

today. In general, psychological theories of learning have failed to comprehend the

centrality of social practice and the cultural-semiotic origin of cognitive development by

prioritising the individual mind over the realm of the social. At the same time, with a

growing scepticism about the meta-narrative claims and pretensions of scientific

psychology, a tendency to downplay psychology in sociological studies of education has

emerged (Green & Kostogriz, in press). While this critical tendency in sociology aims to
11

overcome traditional representations of alienated, asocial individuals by emphasising the

powerful workings of the social on the mind, such a shift from psychology to sociology

can also lead to a reductionist reversal of the individual-social binary. In Part One of this

thesis, I argued for the productive Thirdspace deconstruction of this binary.

In Part Two I want to take this argument further by addressing the three epistemological

categories - sociality, historicality, and spatiality - needed for a systematic methodological

position of dialectical triplicity. The cultural-historical theory of mind, as originally

conceived of by Lev Vygotsky and elaborated by his colleagues and followers in both

Russia and the West, stands on epistemological (methodological) grounds that allow for a

productive analysis and description of the social, historical, and spatial nature of learning

beyond the constraints of the individual-social antinomy.

sa. Chapter Three explores Vygotsky's uses of the dialectical method to formulate some key

principles of antidualistic studies of 'mind-social world' interaction. The concept of

mediation in cultural-historical psychology can be seen in this regard as a key to

comprehending the social character of psychological functioning. Vygotsky argued that

people in their practical lives do not act directly on the world or on other people but rely,

instead, on tools and signs. Due to the practical use of these mediating means in social life,

tools and signs embody cultural properties which afford (and constrain) particular modes

of social interactions and relations. It is in the mediated practices of people that semiotic

means function as psychological tools, facilitating social interaction and the internalisation

of social language(s) and modes of acting. Mediation is a central notion in understanding

the methodological category of sociality.
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It must be stressed, however, that Vygotsky's theory-method should not be interpreted as

an approach that places emphasis solely on the (over)determination of the psyche by social

structures. The internalisation of cultural-semiotic means has an opposite dimension - the

externalisation of thought processes into the material-semiotic activities of people.

Externalisation is not just the reproduction of what was previously internalised in social

practice. It also involves transformations arising from tensions between the enactment of

generalised ways of signification and doing, and the location of the social-historical person

in a particular context of activity. To make a contextual account of the double-bind tension

between the reproduction and the transformation of social modes of interaction and

relation, Vygotsky searches for a unit of analysis that would contain this contradiction and

hence open vistas on the social dynamics of psychological processes. He chooses meaning

as a contradictory 'cell' for an antidualistic analysis of 'mind-social world' interaction.

-4,- Meaning-making in social practices is conceived by Vygotsky on two dimensions:

intersubjectivity and alterity. Intersubjectivity is the interpsychological dimension of

social-semiotic practice responsible for the (re)production and internalisation of historical

and relatively stable meaning. Alterity is seen as the intrapsychological dimension related

to a sense of meaning, occurring contextually within an historical person - a social person

who experiences multiple meanings of a sign in relation to his/her social dynamics across

contextually situated activities.

Meaning as a unit for a dynamic analysis of mind is of incalculable value for an

understanding of language learning and concept formation from a Thirdspace

methodological position. Vygotsky (1962) connects the dynamics of meaning-making to

the interaction between scientific (schooled) concepts and everyday (spontaneous)

concepts. In this interaction language learning reveals itself as an intermingling of abstract

meanings (scientific concepts) and situationally experienced meanings (spontaneous

Ai, concepts). In the same vein, Bruner (1986) argues that even though we can differentiate

these 'two modes of thought' - the paradigmatic (logico-scientific) and the experiential - we

can not treat them as entirely pure types. Instead, they mingle in different ways as

complementary resources in the essential tasks of meaning-making. On this basis, it seems

that hybridisation and the notion of Thirdspace (introduced in Chapter One) fit quite

closely the general dialectical method employed by Vygotsky for an analysis of

bilingualism and second-language learning.

In Chapters Four and Five, I elaborate the 'dialectics of triplicity' (Soja 1996) by defining

the other two methodological categories of research into language learning and

development - the time-scales of historical analysis (historicality) and the cultural-semiotic

ecology of literacy learning (spatiality). I argue that these domains of analysis, implicit in
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the term 'cultural-historical' (Cole 1995; Leont'ev 1981b; Smirnov 1975), are fundamental

tenets of Vygotskian research methodology - an epistemological and ideological position.

In particular, Chapter Four explores four time-scales of analysis - general history, cultural

phylogeny, ontogeny, and microgenesis - as they have been defined in Vygotsky's writings

by Sylvia Scribner (1985, 1997) and others. Here an attempt is made to elaborate this

heterochronous approach to the analysis of the role of language and literacy in the

formation of consciousness and, related to this, unconscious and conscious knowing of the

world. I place a particular emphasis on the role of ideology across the time-scale of the

cultural development of mind; on the 'history of the sign' across the time-scale of

ontogenetic development; and on dialogical events across the time-scale of microgenesis.

Because changes of meanings on every time-scale of analysis take place at different rates

(e.g. slow with respect to the time-scale of cultural phylogeny and more vigorous with

'411- 
respect to the ontogeny of social individuals), these scales can be put in an hierarchical

order (see Lemke 2000). Every higher scale of analysis constitutes meanings for lower

scales, (e.g. cultural phylogeny constitutes a context for learning in dialogical events on

the microgenetic scale). At the same time, meaning-making dynamics and learning on the

shorter scales of history can lead to changes on the larger time-scales. Consequently, the

unfolding of the psyche and the learning trajectories of social individuals should be

understood across these heterochronously nested scales. This approach to the analysis of

second language learning can provide an opportunity to investigate the dynamic

relationship between cultural change, ontogenetic change, and microgenetic change within

a particular setting or cultural-semiotic location.

To understand the cultural-semiotic locations of second language learning in conditions of

multiculturalism, I use the metaphor of semiotic ecology. Chapter Five reworks the

'unexamined' notion of culture in Vygotsky's work to make it more sensitive to

contemporary issues of cultural diversity and social heteroglossia. In so doing, I draw on

the work of the Tartu-Moscow school of cultural-semiotics. I find Lotman's (1990) concept

of the 'semiosphere' particularly useful to understand the realm of the cultural as the

production of multiple semiotic spaces. The semiosphere of culture consists of centre(s)

and margin(s) and therefore the production of meaning and semiotic resources is

characterised by diversity rather than homogeneity. In this regard, culture can be better

understood as a polysystem of semiotic activities constituting myriads of boundaries.

However, semiotically constructed boundaries do not only separate centre(s) and margin(s)

within a culture or one culture from the other. These boundaries are sites of tension, textual

translation and semiotic border-crossing.
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In this regard, Chapter Five explores the mechanism of the semiotic translation of foreign

texts (and foreign people as foreign texts) to understand a semiotic ecology in which L2

learners appropriate literacy. It is argued that relations of power shape the production of

cultural-semiotic spaces. This is explicated in correlations between the semiotic vitality of

the diaspora and the cultural-linguistic politics of the dominant culture. As a result of the

bipolar asymmetry between the dominant culture and the diaspora, the literacy practices of

migrants reflect the ambivalence of being caught 'in-between'. The literacy practices of

migrants occur in a semiotic ecology of Thirdspace characterised by hybridisation or

blending of meanings from two or more cultures in a single literacy event. Thirdspace

literacy is a semiotic practice in which dichotomised semiotic locations of meaning

production interpenetrate one another, leading to constructions of new identities and

meanings. 'Thirding' in meaning-making goes beyond the imagined and semiotically

materialised barriers of cultural locations and hence signifies 'spatial distance' (Bhabha

• 1994). The production of meanings on (and beyond) the dichotomising boundaries of

cultural-semiotic spaces "throws into relief the temporal, social differences that interrupt

our collusive sense of cultural contemporaneity" (ibid.: 4). The literacy practices of

Thirdspace therefore embody a binarism-deconstructive energy, transforming the present

debilitating logic of cultural identity and language politics.

In sum, Part Two of the thesis is an engagement with Vygotsky's methodological

principles as they apply to language and literacy learning. In some sections I endeavour to

give an alternative reading of Vygotsky, revealing his ideas which have not yet received

broad attention in sociocultural studies of mind. In other sections I seek to sharpen the

cultural-historical approach by drawing on related work in other disciplinary fields. In

using these strategies, I hope to make a modest contribution to the broader Neo-

Vygotskian movement in theorising cultural-historical psychology today, specifically in

the cognate area of L2 and literacy studies.
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CHAPTER THREE

The sociality of the mind: Towards a dynamic approach to meaning

The discovery that word meanings evolve leads the study of
thought and speech out of the blind alley. Word meanings are
dynamic rather than static formations.

Lev Vygotsky (1962: 124)

'[T]he move toward meaning' has proved a proper revolution:
sweeping, durable, turbulent, and consequential.

•	 Clifford Geertz (1995:115)

Introduction

This chapter opens up a theoretical journey into the space of the psychological and the

material-semiotic, the space of meaning-making and literacy-learning in cultural practices.

Because this journey is full of traps and pitfalls, I have to make a crucial decision with

regard to a companion and a guide who will lead me and provide support from slippages

along the way. But also, to make the journey more exiting and challenging, it is essential to

explore some new routes, especially when the 'weather' conditions on that journey change.

It is also essential to dialogue with the guide in such conditions as to where to go and how

to get by. The most difficult part of this is the making of choice, because we do not want to

go along this particular route just for the sake of our private enjoyment. We need to put in

some sign-posts for others, which will make this path more comfortable to walk. Given the

importance of all these things, I choose Lev Vygotsky as my companion and guide.

The main reason for this exploratory journey is a dissatisfaction with the mapping of

language and literacy-learning routes produced by the 'cartographers' of structural

linguistics and mainstream cognitive psychology. For instance, as I have argued in Chapter

Two, structural linguists represent the route of language learning statically - language

structure predetermines language behaviour. Consequently, the cognition of L2 learners is

explained in terms of the interplay between the structural parameters of the native and

target languages or, in other words, as an interaction between the normative grammar of Ll

and the structural forms of L2 (White 1992). The more similar those parameters in the two

languages, the more successful is the journey in L2 learning, and vice versa. The process of

language learning is placed therefore on the purely structural-linguistic level occurring in
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the brain of individuals. This approach says absolutely nothing about the social nature

either of language or of learning.

In fairly similar terms, mainstream cognitivists represent learners of L2 as solitary

individuals who acquire the fixed meanings of already existing signs. As a result, cognitive

research is preoccupied with the description of information processing strategies as

employed by L2 learners (Kucan & Beck 1997; Leki 1995). Individual differences in

reading are seen in the learners' different uses of those strategies - some employ more of

them and some fewer. Interestingly enough, the text in this method of analysis is viewed as

static and the information presented in it as immutable. Only the learner's mind is

conceived to be in an active state of processing. This cognitive approach represents a

particular epistemological position that disregards the social role played by signs in

language and literacy learning. It substitutes a partial process of the learner's cognitive

activeness for the complex process of the contextually embedded interaction between

learner and text, mind and language, competence and practice.

The rational principle, inherent in these two research methods, entails drastic consequences

for L2 research as a whole. This is because every sphere of language learning activity,

subjected to such inquiry, turns out to require inner mental phenomena as the starting

point. This methodological stance relies on a particular philosophical position that

separates thinking from the world. Either in a structural-linguistic speculation on deep

structures of the brain or in an introspection on cognitive processes, the L2 learner and

his/her thinking are presented as disconnected from the social practices they are

continuously engaged in. Instead, every effort is made to reveal something which will

prove the centrality of the subject's mind. From this methodological position "the sovereign

appears to us in his lofty isolation" due to his/her innate faculty to generate thoughts and

concepts about the world (Foucault 1980b: 97).

In this respect, an especially interesting set of issues emerges in Vygotsky's discussion of

research methodology that relies on the space of cultural-linguistic practices, rather than on

the mental space, as the starting point in studies of learning and development. This

position, as I argue throughout this chapter, signifies that thinking is not the innate exercise

of a faculty but is inseparable from the social use of language. Thinking is carried out

under the constant intrusion of signs that are social in nature. Signs get internalised by the

child from the very first days of her participation in cultural life. Due to this semiotic

'dismemberment of the internal', thinking becomes verbal and social (Deleuze 1988,

Vygotsky 1962). In the same way, language and literacy learning first occurs not

internally, but interpersonally and interpsychologically and only then does this trigger

intrapersonal or intrapsychological changes (Vygotsky 1978). This position originates

•
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from a particular epistemological and ideological position. Therefore, it is necessary to

start this journey by explaining this position.

3.1 Vygotsky's uses of the dialectical method

Vygotsky was among the first psychologists to apply the principles of dialectics, searching

for a fundamentally new approach to the analysis and explanation of psychological

phenomena, especially their dynamic nature. He uses dialectics as a specific research

strategy consisting of two methods - presentation and inquiry. The method of presentation

is based on the principles of dialectical logic. The central category of dialectical logic is

that any phenomenon is understood as a contradictory unity of opposites. It is important to

note that dialectical logic is not a form of subjective thought or a product of mind but,

rather, is a way of thinking that follows objective contradiction in the real world. That is

why, as Leont'ev (1977: 54) puts it, "dialectical logic does not amount to just the

formalistic imposition of its principles on any particular scientific discipline. It itself

develops as scientific inquiry proceeds". Thus the method of presentation is used to

'deconstruct' what is conceived of as a whole, by revealing its internal contradictions. This

technique in dialectics is also known as an analysis or dismemberment of the whole.

The method of inquiry, therefore, starts from the analysis of how contradictions between

the parts of a unity set a phenomenon in motion, leading to changes in this and, ultimately,

to the emergence of something new. In other words, any phenomenon, from a dialectical

point of view, is conceived as a dynamic system of relations. It changes over time by

accumulating new quantitative characteristics, such as in becoming more complex and

differentiated, and at some point in time this results in qualitative changes, i.e., in a

revolutionary transformation. However, Vygotsky does not use this method of inquiry

merely to demonstrate that contradictions disappear when something new emerges from

the old. Rather, he claims that the new should be conceived as always in flux, in tension, in

becoming. Therefore, development of the new (e.g. higher mental functions) does not

follow a linear and direct path. This is a complex dialectical process characterised by

periodicity, unevenness, intertwining of opposites, ruptures and discontinuity (Vygotsky

1978: 73). Vygotsky uses this method of inquiry for the purpose of grasping connections

between opposites in order to disclose psychological phenomena as an emerging system of

new relations.

Thus, when we are trying to apprehend Vygotsky's dialectical approach we should keep in

mind the difference between the method of presentation and the method of inquiry. The

former is based on the dialectical logic of analysis ('deconstruction') and the latter is the

synthesis ('construction') of the systemic internal and external connections. This dialectical
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strategy of presentation and inquiry allows Vygotsky to see the dynamic trajectory of the

psychological phenomenon under study.

3.1.1 Some fundamental principles of cultural-historical methodology

Vygotsky underscores the centrality of the method and this complex vision of dialectics in

all his work. He understands his task primarily as the construction of a new psychological

theory-method (general psychology), based on dialectical materialism:

In order to create such an enabling theory-method in the generally accepted
scientific manner, it is necessary to discover the essence of the given area of
phenomena, the laws according to which they change, their qualitative and
quantitative characteristics, their causes. It is necessary to formulate the
categories and concepts that are specifically relevant to them - in other
words, to create one's own Capital. (From unpublished notebooks, cited in
Vygotsky 1978: 8)

That is why Vygotsky is very often referred to as the methodologist of cultural-historical

psychology.

Vygotsky's The Historical Meaning of the Crisis in Psychology is considered to be one of

the fundamental works in which he framed the methodological basis of the new

psychology. Firstly, Vygotsky states in this paper that, in general, there exist two

psychologies - one is 'spiritual', subjective, rational and idealist, while the other is social,

materialist and scientific:

These are two different, incommensurate types of science, two principally
different constructions of knowledge system. Everything else is differences
in views, schools, hypotheses, in particular and very complex blendings,
chaotic, blind connections that are difficult sometimes to understand. But
the conflict in reality is only between these two tendencies that underpin all
controversial trends. (Vygotsky 1982a: 381[1926], my translation)

Secondly, he outlines that the basic problem in the two psychologies is the question of the

mind-world relationship: one psychology splits mind and material world, while the other

explains their connections. Hence, the task of cultural-historical psychology is to show

how and where mind and social world meet each other in order to overcome reductionism

in all its forms.

In sorting epistemologies in psychology, so as to understand what comes from where and

why, Vygotsky confronts Cartesian dilemmas. In the modern sense Cartesian

epistemological options can be put as follows: 1) concepts/ideas and things in the real

world are different and therefore develop according to their own specific laws; 2) concepts

and things are not only different but as ideas and entities they are mutually exclusive and
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opposite categories; 3) because they exist independently, they can only have relations in

some metaphysical space; and 4) thought and being can not, in general, come into contact

with one another because the mental space creates a dividing boundary, privileging one

category over the other within the original dichotomy of the mental and the material. In

other words, Vygotsky faces the problems of the ideal/material and mind/body split in

psychology. In this respect, the dialectical method is particularly helpful because it deals

primarily with the problem of relationships between concepts (ideas) and reality (things).

The complexity of this problem lies however not in the recognition of reductionism but in

solving this issue dialectically.

Following the dialectical method, Vygotsky and his colleagues seek to resolve the

Cartesian split. They aim to demonstrate in their works that the ideal (thought) is not in

opposition to the material. The ideal does not exist in a realm separate from the material -

-, neither in the 'brains' of individuals nor in a separate metaphysical space. It may only be

found as embodied in the material world. This is not the experienced world of Kant, nor

the world acted upon of Hegel, but a mediated world that has a form only in the reified

social activity of human beings. The sphere of mediated social activities is the Thirdspace

that is created by the expansion and mutual penetration of the objectified mind and the

subjectified material world. Here the boundaries between thought and physical action, the

ideal and the material, are dissolved in mutual interaction, interconnection and

determination. The dialectical fact of this process is that thought and being, albeit in

opposition, are nevertheless in agreement with one another. Their unity can be grasped

only when the third category is introduced, transforming the closed logic of either/or to the

dialectically open logic of a third possibility that simultaneously combines the opposites

and introduces a critical 'other-than' choice (Soja 1996). Application of this method by

Vygotsky has led to a systematic view of the subject-matter in psychology itself - the

objective study of human mind in social practice.

What did it mean for Vygotsky to study psychological functions systematically and

objectively? First, it meant an advancement of the study of mental activity as embedded in

the social-material space of cultural practices. Vygotsky commenced a dialectical

rethinking of psychology in the mid 1920s in his articles Consciousness as a Problem in

the Psychology of Behaviour and The Methods of Reflexological and Psychological

Investigation. This was the time when Vygotsky initiated the construction of a cultural-

historical hypothesis of consciousness. In so doing, he criticised Western behavioural

psychologists (and cognitive psychologists such as Thorndike and Binet) for their spiritual,

subjective and dualist ideas of mind as counterposed to the material world. For example, in

his monograph The Psychology of Art, Vygotsky (1971: 3 [1925]) developed a dialectical

position "in search for a way out of the precarious confines of subjectivism". He argued
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that even in the most intimate, personal motion of thought, feeling, etc. the psyche of the

individual is social and socially conditioned. Furthermore, Vygotsky deemed it wrong to

deduce a social psyche from the individual one. On the contrary, individual consciousness

for him is social consciousness - that is studied by social psychology.

By using in his monograph the sort of material that is probably most difficult to analyse -

literature - he came to the important conclusion that the individual psyche is culturally and

historically mediated. Art objects are considered by Vygotsky as an 'extension' of the

social, as historical and psychological thought objectified outside us, i.e., materialised and

secured in texts and other cultural artefacts (pictures, sculptures, etc.). These artefacts, in

their turn, become the tools of society on which people rely in their practical life. He

defines the functions of the mediating tools of society as cultural links through which

nature is transformed into thought, and thought into the material body of objects. Thus, the

S. boundaries between mind and the objective world become dissolved in the concept of

mediating sociocultural artefacts. Mediation is the antidualistic concept used to displace the

mind-world binary and, in this regard, is the dialectical strategy for studying thinking

processes objectively in the space of social practices.

This concept received further refinement in Vygotsky's critique of Russian reactology

(Komilov) and reflexology (Bekhterev) for their mechanistic treatment of consciousness.

He tried to overcome their reductionist and crudely materialist tendencies - the

oversocialised determination of human consciousness by forms and structures - in studies

of human behaviour. Vygotsky argued that human behaviour is organised not according to

a principle of reactions or reflexes to social stimuli but, rather, on a principle of the

wholeness of human behaviour. Consequently, the primary focus in behavioural studies

should be not on what a human being reacts to but on how he/she reacts (the process of

activity). Human activity involves a complex interpenetration of both social and

psychological processes, leading to the formation of social consciousness.

Therefore, Vygotsky did not stop at the standpoint that the human psyche is determined by

social structures. Rather, thinking is conceived by him as bound up with the features and

forms of cultural artefacts that, while transforming human consciousness, are also

transformed in the cultural-historical activities of social beings. The properties of cultural

artefacts are themselves the results of social practice. Only in social practices, seen as

inclusive of cultural-semiotic artefacts and material objects, can human consciousness and

behaviour be studied in a nonreductionist way or within a Thirdspace of mediated

activities.
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However, it is not enough to conceive of thinking as a process in activities. We have to

trace its historical origin to see how it has evolved. For this purpose, Vygotsky supplanted

the dialectical-materialist method with the historical method to formulate the cultural-

historical principle of psychological research (genetic approach). The main idea of

objective psychology becomes not the analysis of forms but the analysis of processes

which give rise to these forms, i.e., the historical evolution of thinking in cultural activities.

That is why Vygotsky (1978: 62) argues, in relation to the problem of the analysis of

higher mental functions, that:

If we replace object analysis by process analysis, then the basic task of
research obviously becomes a reconstruction of each stage in the development
of the process: the process must be turned back to its initial stages.

The practical application of this methodological principle can be found in Language and

Thought in which Vygotsky (1962) traced the historical origin of thought to social speech.

He observed that previous studies of the thought-language relationship had considered the

genesis of each side in isolation or, alternatively, as mechanistically connected. Drawing

on the principle of historicity in this text, he was searching for a systematic view of how

processes of thinking and speaking are connected (e.g. in verbal thought) rather than

simply viewing them as connected forms (e.g. reified thought and language forms).

Vygotsky (1962: 51) approached this problem by distinguishing two genetic dimensions -

the social and the individual - to acknowledge "the historical character of verbal thinking".

He depicted the historical development of the social dimension of thinking in practical

activity (e.g. in labour) as an idealisation of the material side of practice. Social

consciousness thus becomes an historical phenomenon that takes place in specific material

conditions of doing and communicating with others. Speech communication in cultural

activities triggers the development of thinking in children as they become more and more

-Iv actively involved. Children internalise social 'ways with words' and, ultimately, ways of

thinking (concepts) which come to mediate their intramental processes. Therefore, for

Vygotsky (1979: 30 [1929]) "the social dimension of consciousness is primary in time and

in fact" while "the individual dimension of consciousness is derivative and secondary".

And again, he puts a particular emphasis in this genetic approach to the psychological

functioning on linguistic tools and cultural artefacts. As people use tools and cultural-

semiotic artefacts produced historically in social practices, their mental functioning is

fundamentally shaped by these mediational means: "thought development is determined by

language" (Vygotsky 1962: 51). Mediating cultural-semiotic artefacts, among which

language is primary, afford the development of the new psychological processes of

thinking, voluntary remembering, attention, etc., different from the natural (biological)

forms of psychological functions.
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Concerning the role of sign mediation in the development of specifically human (social)

psychology, Sakharov (1994 [1930]) conducted a number of experimental studies to reveal

the systemic structure of consciousness from a cultural-historical perspective. In particular,

the task was to show how the social means - tools, signs - enter 'inside' the human

consciousness, reconstruct and mediate psychological processes (thinking and memory)

and establish new, particular and specifically cultural connections and relations. For this

purpose, a new functional research method was developed by Vygotsky and Sakharov

(they radically reworked the method of the German psychologists Ach) to study concept

formation in children. The experiment was organised in the form of a game in which

children had to sort a collection of figures of different shapes and colours. On the bottom of

every figure, they were told, were imagined words, not visible to them. The entire game

consisted of the child's attempts to sort the figures according to the series of words (e.g. an

lk individual sign - a concept for an object; a family sign - a complex concept associated with

a property of a group of objects; and, finally, a general abstraction). The problem-solving

activities of children were commented on, assisted, guided and rewarded (with prizes) by

the researcher.

This procedure became known as the method of double stimulation in tasks leading to

concept formation. The crucial idea here is that a task is never just experimenter-designed.

It is always interpreted and reconstructed in collaboration with the research participants

(children). Vygotsky/Sakharov never gave a child a task just to observe how she managed.

They typically also gave the child potentially useful mediating artefacts such as, in this

case, figures and signs. With them, the nature of the task could be radically changed and

the potential for new concept development could be revealed. In this study

Vygotsky/Sakharov were interested in the special functional significance of the verbal sign

in the dynamics of concept formation and in relation to the properties of figures signified

4- by a sign. The task of Vygotsky's group after this study was clear: to study signs as means

of generalisation in order to see what gets changed in psychological activity when they

start to be employed.

However, these studies also showed that signs are not just psychological tools or valueless

forms. The influence of a sign on the development of thinking processes is not due to its

presence in an activity but to its essence. It makes no sense to ask a child how s/he uses the

sign without inquiring into its meaning. This was the turning point in Vygotsky's cultural-

historical theory. It was the 'social meaning turn'. Instead of studying human operations

with signs, Vygotsky and his colleagues turned to the study of meaning dynamics: how

meaning occurs and how it changes, how it mediates the processes of remembering,
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thinking and speaking and, in general, what meaning does to a person embedded in the

cultural context of activity.

In this light, the fundamental principles of cultural-historical research methodology 

-materialism, semiotic mediation, the primacy of social practice, the historical analysis of

processes, etc. - can be seen as concepts formulated in a search for an antidualistic

approach to the study of human psychology-in-social-practice. These concepts are

categories of a broader dialectical theory which endeavours to formulate a way out of

binarised categories (mental-material, subject-object, natural-cultural, etc.). However, it is

important in Vygotsky's theory-method to deploy those principles of dialectics

consistently, in a unit of analysis specific to the new psychology.

Vygotsky (1962) addressed this issue quite explicitly in Language and Thought by

arguing against those studies of verbal thought that separate thought and word and analyse

them in isolation. As he wrote, "nothing is left to the investigator but to search out the

mechanical interaction, in a purely speculative way, the vanished properties of the whole"

(ibid.: 3). Instead, he argues for a concept of verbal thought in which non-identical

processes of speaking and thinking are interrelated. Furthermore, his approach to the

analysis of speech-thought interaction is in many ways reminiscent of Marx's approach.

That is, Vygotsky (1962: 4) searches for the 'germ' or 'cell' of verbal thought - a unit of

analysis - "which, unlike its elements, retains all the basic properties of the whole and

which cannot be further divided without losing them". A unit of analysis for him is the

living cell in which both the social and the mental processes are objectified. The prime

candidate for such a unit of analysis of verbal thought turns out to be meaning.

3.1.2 Meaning as a unit of analysis

Unlike the situation for linguistics, the concept and nature of 'meaning' for early 20th

century psychology was new and unclear. For Vygotsky, however, who was educated in

linguistics and knew the history of philology, the concept of meaning was relatively well-

known. In his writings he often refers to (and cites from) Russian linguists such as

Potebnya, Polivanov, Shakhmatov, Peshkov, Shor, Pogodin, Scherba, etc., and also from

von Humboldt, Paul, Shuhardt and Polan. He was familiar with the works of Trubetzkoi,

Jakobson and the Prague Linguistic School. This linguistic knowledge helped Vygotsky in

conceptualising meaning as a category in psychology. Specifically, the work of Alexander

Potebnya (1922 [1862]) Mysl' i Jazik [Thought and Language] was of great assistance

because Potebnya was among the first philologists of the 19th century who endeavoured to

study the psychological aspect of meaning dynamics.
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For Potebnya, the psychological side of the signifying process evolves as a dynamic

construction of a 'concept' (poniatie) between the phonemic form and the denotative

meaning of a word. He bases this view of meaning on the Humboldtian approach (1988) to

language as activity in which energia - creative activity of the spirit - is in constant tension

with ergon - the formal side of language. However, Potebnya (1922: 130) departs from the

Humboldtian dualism of language and thought by saying that:

Language is not a means of expressing an already established world outlook
but the activity which leads to its establishment. In order to become aware of
his emotional states, to apprehend his external perceptions, man jsic] has to
objectify each of them in a word and relate this word to other words. (my
translation)

Mastery of words brings to the child's psychology something fundamentally new - the

possibility of forming concepts that are instrumental to the creation of an internal unity

between an image of an object and a notion about that object. This process is dynamic

because "like many other things in personal and national life, the concept will forever

remain for us an entity generated, so to speak, by multiplying known conditions by

unknown, and probably unexplorable, forces" (ibid.: 49, my translation, original italics).

Potebnya also sees a link between language and the more complex forms of people's

creative activity. "The creative thought of the painter, sculptor, or musician", he argues, "is

inexpressible in words and occurs without them, although it presupposes a considerable

degree of development, obtainable only through language" (ibid.: 127, original italics).

Hence, the process of thought-formation is fundamentally connected to language. Potebnya

rejects a view of the word as a mechanical support for thought, and points out the actual

inseparability of the thought-word process, where the word acts as an internal mechanism

for the creative thought itself. This view was influential in 19th century Europe, due to the

work of Jacob Grimm who differentiated folk poetics (Naturpoesie) as a self-evolving

process and art poetics (Kunstpoesie) as a process of creative meaning-making

(Zubereitung) by a poet. From this point of view, language not only provides speakers with

words that designate (Formbestimmung) but also allows for reflective interpretation

(Gestaltdeutung). The creative-interpretative quality of thought can be achieved only

through a profound knowledge of life.

Notwithstanding some serious misconceptions inherent in these Romantic concepts of

language, thought and meaning, the linguistic works of the 19th century prepared the

ground for the important structuralist turn at the beginning of the 20th century. In the first

instance, this refers to the view of language as language-in-use (de Saussure 1959 [1916])

and to the post-formalist movement in Russia (Bogatyrev, Jakobson and Tynyanov) which
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concentrated on synchronic studies of texts, defining 'language' as a basic means of

interpersonal communication and 'meaning' as a contextual phenomenon generated in

language use. If we add to this the works of the Bakhtin Circle and especially Marxism and

the Philosophy of Language (Voloshinov 1973), which was published in 1929, then the

historical context for Vygotsky's conception of meaning in Thought and Language

becomes clearer.

Vygotsky (1982a: 158) acknowledged that his school had ignored the concept of meaning

in its previous studies of sign-mediated psychological processes:

We have proceeded from the principle of constant meaning ... but already in
our earlier studies the problem of meaning was inherent. If previously our
task was to show what is common between a 'knot' [the handkerchief knot as
a means for remembering] and the logical memory, now our task is to show
what is different between them. (my translation, emphasis in original)

That is, Vygotsky outlined a new direction in cultural-historical psychology - a shift from a

view of meaning immutability and toward a dynamic view. Indeed, word-meanings

change, as do relations of thought to word and language to context. Consequently, "to

understand the dynamics of that relationship, we must supplement the genetic approach of

our main study by functional analysis and examine the role of word meaning in the process

of thought" (Vygotsky 1962: 125).

Within this new approach, the general genetic law of cultural development, explaining the

quasi-social nature of human mental functioning and the internalisation of social meanings,

remains the key methodological principle. But it is now restated as the cultural

development of mental functions on two planes: first between people and then inside the

individual. Because knowledge and language preexist the individual, culture and meanings

are initially on the external plane and must be internalised by the child; they cannot be

created by the child. However, the new functional approach warns against a view of

internalisation as a simple copy or reproduction of cultural meanings. The functional

extension of the general genetic law in cultural psychology provides a situated view of

interpersonal and intrapersonal functioning, in which the boundaries between the social

and the individual planes (external/internal) become more permeable.

Indeed, for this purpose word-meaning as unit of analysis is of incalculable value because

in it the two contradictory tendencies can be captured: a) generalisation of meanings and

hence their relative stability, and b) contextualisation of meanings and hence their

transformation.
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In the first case, the meanings and import of events and objects in the environment have an

entirely social origin, external to the individual. The worlds of words precede individuals;

they constitute them through multiple and overlapping social and cultural communities,

which themselves change and develop over time. Meaning as a unit of analysis of speaking

and thinking in this regard implies the process of generalisation. As Vygotsky (1962: 5)

puts it, "generalization is a verbal act of thought" in which word meaning refers to a group

or a class of objects. In this way, words have referential meanings common to a particular

cultural group or community. For instance, Jakobson and Tynyanov (1979: 143 [1929])

refer to this process as the 'preventive censorship of community': "only those forms remain

that prove to be operative within the given community". Hence, social relations in speech

practices become transferred on the intramental plane through internalisation of

generalised meanings. These word meanings are 'censored', as it were, by the speech

community, forming distinctive psychologies for its members.

In the second case, meanings evolve dynamically, depending on the social situations,

intentions, effects and significance of signs used in interpersonal communication. Meaning

thus cannot be assumed to rest in the form of signs or other non-verbal cultural artefacts

but, rather, these forms should be viewed in connection with their functions in social

practices. The dynamic development of meaning suggests that the mastery of mediating

means is closely tied to the effects that signs produce on people, and to the social

experiences of people with signs.

Vygotsky understands this semiotic problem for psychological studies as the dialectic

relation between tacit and conscious/reflective understandings, which makes possible his

quest for the synthesis of language and thought. This quest can be understood through the

relationship of two planes of meaning - intersubjectivity and alterity (Wertsch 2000a).

Meaning, as the unit of dialectical analysis of language-thought interaction, is a

contradictory 'cell' that reveals the tension between its opposite tendencies. One tendency

of meaning is to be generalised (and fixed) by the speech community socialising its

members, while the other is to be particularised (contextually changed) by individuals

participating in social practice.

The next two sections deal in more detail with this dialectical tension in the Thirdspace of

social semiotically mediated practices. The focus on meaning as a unit of analysis is used

here to examine how traditionally-conceived binary antecedents - the mental and the social

- intermingle in practical uses of language. The Thirdspace of social practice consists of

both social and psychological activities, converging in meaning-making and doing. Here

language-mediated communication plays a key role in the process of becoming a social

person. This can be better understood while analysing meaning on the plane of
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intersubjectivity. And yet in particular situated activities, meaning is not the same for

every social person. People have different historical experiences and hence senses of

meaning. This important feature of social practice triggers the social-historical dynamics

of meaning and hence is defined here as alterity - the plane of meaning mutation.

3.1.2.1 Intersubjectivity as the social plane of meaning

Intersubjectivity - the interpersonal development of meaning in social practice - is one of

the pivotal concepts in Vygotsky's theory. Radzikhovsky (1991: 12) argues that, for

Vygotsky, "dialogue was the concrete equivalent of the social nature of the mind, i.e., the

totality of all social relations constituting the human essence". The concept of

intersubjectivity to which I refer is drawn from Vygotsky's (1981b: 163) well-known

description, although the term used here is interpsychological (or intermental):

Any function in the child's cultural development appears twice or on two
planes. First it appears on the social plane, and then on the psychological
plane. First it appears between people as an interpsychological category, and
then within the child as an intrapsychological category. This is equally true
with regard to voluntary attention, logical memory, the formation of concepts,
and the development of volition.

Vygotsky's description starts from what is new for the child, and external to her or him.

This view is clear from his analytical separation of the social (interpsychological) plane

and the intrapsychological plane, with temporal priority given to the former. That is to say,

Vygotsky relates the development of mind (thought-concepts) to the intersubjective plane

of social interaction, in a way similar to that of Wittgenstein (1967: 381) who writes: "How

do I know that this colour is red? - It would be an answer to say: 'I have learnt English'. It

is from the intersubjective plane of language uses that concepts (such as 'red') get

internalised, shaping the person's psychological functioning.

In order to explain how the subjective is the 'taking-on' of the social by the individual,

Vygotsky uses the dialectical method as a strategy for the resolution of the seemingly

inevitable problem of language-thought duality. In Language and Thought the idea that

inner speech evolves from external social speech was revolutionary for this purpose.

Vygotsky (1962) argues polemically against Piaget, that external speech is not the

communication of minds but, rather, it is always related to social practice, to an activity in

which the child participates. External speech is always speech for others: it has a social

function as a form of communication and contact with others and, therefore, is dialogically

oriented both to the utterances and to the actions of others. Consequently, external speech

may be conceived of as an 'other-regulated' and responsive type of speech. Through the
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internalisation of external dialogue in a collective practice, the mental processes of the

child become social.

Vygotsky uses this sociocultural principle to study the role of language in the

psychological development of the child. To illustrate this he studies the child historically,

starting from the first days when the infant can not yet speak. In particular, this can be

observed in events when the indicative gestures of young children acquire social meaning

through interpretation and thus construction by adults. As Minick (1987: 28) comments on

this Vygotskian idea:

He [Vygotsky] argued that when the infant cries or reaches for an object, the
adult attributes meaning to that behaviour. Though the infant has no
communicative intent, these acts nonetheless function to communicate the
infant's needs to his caretaker. Here, as in the adult's attempts to interact with
the infant, the infant is included in communicative social activity before he has
the capacity to use or respond adequately to communicative devices. Vygotsky
argued that this provides the foundation for the transformation of the infant's
behaviours into intentional indicative gestures.

This point is most important inasmuch as it accounts for the very foundations of all human

behaviour in social practice that is constitutive of meaning. Social meanings start to

regulate the biological instincts of the child in interpersonal communication from the

outset, changing the nature of her behaviour from biological to sociocultural. Later on, as

the historical child masters language in social practices she starts to employ social speech

for self-regulation. This can be seen in the child's use of egocentric speech leading to the

development of inner speech (and verbal thinking).

Egocentric speech (audible speech for him/herself) emerges from the child's

communicative experiences with others but, unlike speech oriented to others, its function is

different: it is a means of self-regulation, planning, and organisation of the child's

activities. As a result, egocentric speech is an important step toward the development of

inner speech which, for Vygotsky (1962: 135), is speech without words or a "new faculty

to 'think words' instead of pronouncing them". The formal side of audible speech (the

sound form) becomes reduced in inner speech to the minimum, and therefore it operates

semiotically. As Vygotsky (1962: 149) puts it, "inner speech is to a large extent thinking in

pure meanings. It is a dynamic, shifting, unstable thing, fluttering between word and

thought, the two more or less stable, more or less firmly delineated components of verbal

thought". Inner speech becomes the dominant mode of verbal thought and remains central

for the functioning of the psychological system of the individual. Hence, the historical road

from the social to the mind lies through these two types of speech - egocentric and inner

speech. They bridge the external social plane and the internal psychological plane:
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It is necessary that everything internal in higher forms was first external, that
is, for others it was what it now is for oneself. Any higher mental function
necessarily goes through an external stage in its development because it is
initially a social function. This is the center of the whole problem of internal
and external behaviour... (Vygotsky 1981b: 162)

It is through intersubjectivity in communication that consciousness retains the function of

social interaction. Social meanings are present both in egocentric and inner speech and thus

give shape to verbal thoughts and concepts operational in the mind. Vygotsky's studies on

concept development prove that the mental plane does not preexist but, rather, is formed in

social practice through interpersonal communication and language development.

Another important issue which arises from intersubjectivity in communication concerns the

problem of understanding between the self and the other. According to Vygotsky, what

enables interpersonal communication is the commonality of the interlocutors' 'apperceptive

mass' or common orientation in social practice. He argues that when the thoughts of

interlocutors coincide in relation to the object and goal of activity, the role of speech in the

achievement of flawless understanding is reduced to a minimum. He illustrates this idea by

using as an example a group of people waiting for a bus: "No one will say, on seeing the

bus approach, 'The bus for which we are waiting is coming'. The sentence is likely to be an

abbreviated 'Coming', or some such expression, because the subject is plain from the

situation" (Vygotsky 1962: 139). Another example is a dialogue between Kitty and Levin

in Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, in which the declaration of love and common understanding is

reached by means of initial letters:

"This", he said, and wrote the initial letters: W y a: i c n b, d y m t o n. These
letters meant: "When you answered: it can not be, did you mean then or
never?" It seemed impossible that she would be able to understand the
complicated sentence. "I understand", she said, blushing. (Vygotsky 1962:
140)

Vygotsky explains that, as the result of the shared orientation of consciousnesses, full

understanding can be realised with maximal speech abbreviation and an extremely

simplified syntax. For people who live in close psychological contact, such communication

(simplified syntax, condensation, the tendency to predication) is the rule rather than the

exception. However, shared understanding is the result of collective activity rather than a

prerequisite. When social consciousnesses meet, intersubjectivity must be constantly

renegotiated (Bruner 1986). Hence, pure intersubjectivity and complete symmetry in most

situations of real life is unlikely, due to differences in world views, orientations, and social

heteroglossia (Bakhtin 1981).
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The problem becomes, then, how can we account for intersubjectivity, while by-passing

the Hegelian conception that explains common understanding as a product of rational

activity? Vygotsky explicitly argues against the raising of thought to the rank of a divine

power and force which impels human beings to the construction of pure intersubjectivity

from within. By contrast, he connects the notion of intersubjectivity (e.g. a co-operation of

'mature' consciousnesses) to the affective-motivational sphere of people in a social object-

oriented activity:

Thought itself is born not from another thought but from the motivational
sphere of our consciousness which encloses our bents and needs, our interests
and motives, our affects and emotions... If we have ... compared thought with
the overhanging cloud, pouring the rain of words, then, to continue this
metaphoric comparison, the motivation of thought we should have compared
with the wind forcing the clouds to move. (Vygotsky 1987: 281, emphasis
added)

So when the motives and goals of activity participants coincide, then there is a greater

possibility of common understanding (such as in the above example of people waiting for

the bus). On the other hand, when motives and goals in an activity are not shared or are

peripherally shared, common understanding will have to be renegotiated.

In elaborating this issue, Vygotsky says that the motivational sphere of the individual in

activity (her motives and goals) has the social origin and is directly related to how a person

is socially constructed - to her personality. Vygotsky's understanding of 'personality' is in

many ways closer to the contemporary notion of socially constructed identity, rather than

to traditional conceptions of 'personality' in cognitive psychology. The notion of a social

personality in cultural-historical psychology emphasises the uniqueness of a person in

terms of her specific history that is different from the histories of other persons

participating in the same activity. Differences in social experiences, motives for

participation, and action goals can lead to a disruption of meaning univocality and hence to

another functional tendency in communicative practices - alterity of meaning (Wertsch

2000a).

3.1.2.2 Alterity as an individual sense of meaning

Alterity is another dimension inherent in meaning as a unit of analysis (an internally

contradictory 'cell'). It characterises the dynamic nature of the socio-genesis of thought. In

The Concrete Psychology of the Human Being Vygotsky (1979 [1929]) connects meaning

with the conception of personality to show their dynamics. He argues that the sign is

needed not for a person to act differently but for her/him to become different. Only then
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would s/he act differently. Therefore, he believes that if a person is thinking we should ask

what kind of person (personality) is this?

To answer this question, the Vygotskian school defines the concept of personality in

relation to the participation in social activity of a person whose consciousness is a systemic

socio-psychological unity of different motives and goals appropriated from those social

activities (Leont'ev 1978). In this view, Vygotsky (1979 [1929]) states that meaning should

be placed between the mind (psychological system) and social personality. It is not the

mind that is thinking but a human being - a historical individual whose consciousness is

constituted in social relations. This is the starting point from which alterity and contextual

meaning-making can be conceived. For this reason, we have to return again to one of the

main themes in Vygotsky's Thought and Language - the relation between meaning

(znachenie), sense (smysl), and consciousness.

Vygotsky addresses this issue by referring to Frederic Paulhan who, after Gottlob Frege,

elaborated the distinctions between meaning and sense. In particular, it is stated that the

sense of a word "is the sum of all the psychological events aroused in our consciousness by

the word... A word acquires its sense from the context in which it appears; in different

contexts, it changes its sense" (Vygotsky 1962: 146). Hence, according to Vygotsky, "the

dictionary meaning of a word is no more than a stone in the edifice of sense, no more than

a potentiality that finds diversified realization in speech." Staying within the claim for the

'preponderance of the sense of a word over its meaning', Vygotsky's next idea is that sense

embodies the contextual experiences of individuals, through which an internal relationship

with reality is established.

Minick (1987), in this regard, emphasises that "by 'relationship' Vygotsky meant here not a

passive relationship of perceiving or processing incoming stimuli, but a relationship

defined by the child's needs and goals, a relationship defined by the forms of social

practice that 'relate' the child to an objective environment and define what the environment

means for the child" (ibid.: 32, emphasis added). This emphasis on a person's motivation -

her socially defined needs and goals - was needed to show an active understanding of

meaning that, so to speak, goes beyond a mere duplication of someone else's ideas

(Bakhtin 1986). Consequently, the concepts of sense and motivation have become central

for an understanding of how meaning and social personality interrelate in the context of

situated activity. It is through the concepts of sense and motivation that Vygotsky comes to

focus on concrete particularities in terms of which the general socio-genetic trajectory of

an individual can be conceived.
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Word-meanings shape thinking, but thinking is essentially the activity of operating with

signs (Wittgenstein 1967). People engaging in activities learn how to think conceptually

not only by internalising available representations but also by grasping how to organise

and assemble them in a socially intelligible way, in different places and at different times.

That is, they learn how to make sense both for themselves and others and how to use words

in particular social practices. Many words have multiple senses (meaning dynamics), and

when people are called into various practices and certain ways of acting and thinking, it is

from within those practices that meaning makes further sense in the contextually situated

inner speech and verbal thinking of the individual. Thus, while the general principle of the

social origin of mind works across social contexts, alterity in thinking and speaking is tied

to particular senses of meaning and to particular goals in the 'stream of life'. In this

connection Vygotsky (1978: 73) suggests that "child development is a complex dialectical

process" characterised by "unevenness", "metamorphosis" or "qualitative transformation"

in the psychological system. This is due to the interaction between external and internal,il-
meaning and sense, and internalisation and externalisation in contextually specific

practices.

Vygotsky's understanding of alterity on the intrapsychological (intrasubjective) plane can

be found in his explanation of the externalisation of thoughts in words - a process opposite

to that of internalisation of social meanings. Vygotsky discards the assumption of objective

idealism, that thought (objective/social conception) is the only active and creative force

and that the external world is its field of application. Rather, he explains that thought

initially starts from the engagement of an individual in practice, and hence practice gives

rise to individual thought and its transformation into word. For instance, in Language and

Thought Vygotsky (1962: 153) refers to the episode from Goethe's Faust in which Faust

contests the Biblical position 'In the beginning was the Word' and comes to the opposite

conclusion - 'In the beginning was the Deed'. In resonance with Faust (and also with

Wittgenstein's proposition on the origin of the language game), Vygotsky, too, ascertains

that "the word was not the beginning - action was there first". The word is the end which

crowns the action. Therefore, thought activity is not limited by the objective forms of

thought represented and externally disclosed in the form of the word alone. Consciousness,

its motivational sphere, and the individual thought are, rather, the results of engagement in

activity. The individual thought develops from the social activity motive, takes shape in

inner speech and senses of words, and finally is realised in external speech.

The process of transition from thought to speech implies a complex qualitative-

transformative process - a conceptual thought is split into units of psychological grammar

and, due to this partition, is recreated in words. This dynamic psychological activity is

already embedded in practice because it is social practice that produces the motives for
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intellectual action. In this way, the externalisation of thought into speech is always both

contextually oriented and socially oriented. It is embedded in specific material and

institutional conditions and directed to the consciousness of others. But because thought-

activity in general is a contradictory phenomenon (between the consciousnesses of self and

other), different meanings can be generated as a result of the heterogeneity of perspectives,

personal senses and goals in a shared activity. While the context of the activity and its

motive create a theme for joint conversation (Voloshinov 1973), personal senses and

concepts of things in the world may differ even if the same words are used. Vygotsky

(1994b: 243) illustrates this idea with regard to adult-child interaction:

Whilst pronouncing the same word, a child and an adult are referring to the
same person or object, to Napoleon for example, but one of them thinks of
Napoleon as the victor at Jena, whilst the other, as the vanquished at
Waterloo ... It is for this reason that we must study the function which is
carried out by language or speech in relationship to children's own thinking,
and we should point out here that, aided by speech, a child understands
himself differently than he understands an adult through the same speech.
This means that the thinking operations which a child carries out with the aid
of speech do not coincide with the operations carried out in the thinking of an
adult when he pronounces one and the same word.

We can see now how Vygotsky deploys the concepts of sense and historical personality (of

the social individual) to dwell on heterogeneity in mental functioning (Wertsch 2000b).

The whole issue of meaning and sense is that meanings exist as generalised concepts in the

speech community (see Figure 3.1). In this regard they are reproducible and self-identical

in particular forms (e.g. words). Yet a word meaning, by itself, has no abstract qualities

that enable its existence as a part of consciousness in people. It is from their social-

historical situatedness in an object-oriented practice that people get their sense of

meanings. Thus, what appears in the consciousness of a socio-historical person(ality) is the

sense of intersubjectively shared meanings in the community (Figure 3.1). These meanings

4■,.	 are recognised by the speech community, but there is no way to capture how meaning
affects us outside of our sense of it.

By being engaged in social-historical practices we also share the motives and goals of the

community. This allows us to recognise that certain meanings mediated by certain words

are repeatable and self-identical over time in certain practices. This enables us also to

realise that our sense of particular meanings must, in some way, be close to that of persons

with whom we share an activity motive. This permits intersubjectivity which is necessary

for people to work, learn and act collectively in social practices. But if the motive is not

unanimously shared and, even more so, when goals are multiple, then new meanings may

arise in a dialogue of differences as the generating tendency in social practice. This is why

Vygotsky related meaning-making to the motivational sphere of an socio-historical
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person(ality) to understand alterity. Vygotsky (1962) and Leont'ev (1978) connected

alterity to the uniqueness of historical personality and hence to the possible diversity of

practice motives and goals. So it is also important to view meaning as it is portrayed in

consciousness, as a personal sense (Figure 3.1).
word

(,)

socio-historical
person(ality)

object

`f-

speech community

Figure 3.1 Vygotsky's view of the social dynamics of meaning

In sum, meaning as unit of analysis - a contradictory 'cell' - serves as a distillation of

Vygotsky's theory-method. It shows the complexity of his dialectical approach to the issue

of the language-thought relationship. Vygotsky's focus on meaning helps him develop a

systematic view of human consciousness and thinking in social practice. Indeed, if we

paraphrase Vygotsky's words from Thought and Language in relation to the development

of cultural-historical theory, we can say: In the beginning was the deed - an intellectual

work toward the conceptualisation of a new approach, with meaning as the unit of analysis,

that crowns this activity. First Vygotsky concentrated on the instrumental approach

(mediation) to higher mental functioning, then he moved on to the analysis of

psychological systems, and then to his final formulation that "the analysis of the

development of word meaning must be carried out in connection with the analysis of a

word in communication" (Minick 1987: 26).

Vygotsky's emphasis on the centrality of word-meaning as a means of communication is a

critical point in studies of the mind in social practice. Socio-historical uses of language for

him play a key role in consciousness as a whole, not only in its particular functions:

Thought and language are the key to the nature of human consciousness. If
language is as old as consciousness, if language is a practical consciousness,
existing for others, and, consequently, for myself, then it is obvious that not a
single thought but the development of consciousness as a whole is connected
to the development of the word ... The word is in consciousness something
that, according to Feuerbach, is absolutely impossible for one human being
but possible for two. It is a direct expression of the historical nature of
consciousness. (Vygotsky 1982b: 361, my translation)
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This idea runs through his understanding of intersubjectivity (intermentality) that gives rise

to cultural forms of thinking. He argues that, behind consciousness, are real relations of

people with the world and it is their development that is meaning. The development of

meaning takes place in speech communication as the result of the "cooperation of

consciousnesses", in which consciousness itself is transformed in knowing socially - co-

knowing with others (Vygotsky 1982a: 165). It is due to intersubjectivity that inner speech

preserves the functions of social interaction. Even in their private thoughts, individuals

apply means of social activity (words and signs) to themselves: as an individual, one is

engaged in an inner dialogue with oneself in a social way - internal collaboration

(Vygotsky 1982b). The quasi-social nature of inner speech is then a key for understanding

the social nature of consciousness, in which experiences of social meanings are the

'substance' of the inner world.

•
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On the other hand, Vygotsky recognises that meaning, as a unit of analysis of inner speech

and verbal thought, should be approached contextually and dynamically, because thought

is not the final moment in this process. The question of what drives the externalisation of

thought into words is addressed by a turn to personality and motivation (i.e., the socially

engendered needs, desires and the goals of an activity). As outlined above, the historical

view of personality also reveals that social meanings are experienced contextually and

therefore, in different situations, words evoke different senses. Hence meaning changes

"from consciousness to consciousness and, for one and the same consciousness, from one

set of circumstances to another" (Vygotsky 1982b:347). Meaning alterity, according to

Vygotsky (1962: 124), "leads the study of thought and speech out of the blind alley" of

their static and disjoined views, and to the dialectical study of their interaction as a unity of

opposites and, consequently, to the study of the interactional dynamics of meaning and

sense in the field of consciousness.

Vygotsky uses dialectics as research methods of 'presentation' and 'inquiry' to show the

possibility of unified analysis of consciousness and practical activity, while recognising the

uniqueness of the cultural-historical origin of mind, the semiotic mediation of thinking and

acting, and the dynamics of cultural becoming. He also gives a picture of what might be

the result of this methodology's application. For whatever happens in our heads can not be

visualised as an object and can not be grasped within a single individual. Rather, what is

psychological evolves between people in practice, in contextual uses of language, and in

the interaction between consciousnesses as we conduct our social activities. Whatever

happens is dynamic and should be studied by employing an appropriate set of methods.

What we think, do and say unfolds temporally and hence is historical, and how we think,

act and speak is situated contextually in activities and hence is cultural. As I have argued in
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this section, these are the key ideas to which Vygotsky draws our attention, while

formulating the principles of cultural-historical research methodology.

3.2 Concept dynamics and the development of 'linguistic competence'

Vygotsky's turn to the cultural-semiotic analysis of meaning dynamics has a number of

implications for research into L2 and literacy development. In particular, this concerns his

dialectical handling of the interaction between two types of concept formation -

'spontaneous' and 'academic'. In The Development of Academic Concepts in School Aged

Children (1994c [1934]) he states, while introducing Shif's work in this area, that previous

psychological studies of learning have conceived of academic concepts (schooled literacy)

ahistorically and their acquisition as the mere adoption by the child of the adult's sphere of

thinking. A cultural-historical view of meaning dynamics, on the other hand, conceives of

concepts as historically evolving meanings, and their learning as a movement in which the

contextual understanding of a word's meaning - a spontaneous concept - is only the starting

point for its further development and transformation. Vygotsky places a particular

emphasis on schooling as one of the main systems of children's socialisation. While the

distinction between spontaneous (individualised-experiential) and non-spontaneous (social-

generalised) concepts was made before Vygotsky, by Piaget and others, Vygotsky offers an

alternative view on the process of concept formation.

He argues, in particular, that in educational settings new academic concepts are 'woven

into the fabric' of the everyday speech of the child and her previously formed concepts and

experiences; they are not separate lines of thinking. By making the analytical distinction

between spontaneous concepts and academic concepts, Vygotsky is not questioning their

respective values, nor segregating their role for the overall development of thinking.

Rather, he is interested in how these two trajectories of knowing in reality are aspects of a

single process inherent in the dynamics of meaning-making. Vygotsky (1962:108,

emphasis in original) says that "the development of the child's spontaneous concepts

proceeds upward, and the development of his scientific [academic] concepts downwards, to

more elementary and concrete levels". That is, knowing the world proceeds both by raising

from the concrete to the more general and by descending from the abstract to the concrete.

For example, as Vygotsky explains, the word 'brother' develops as concept first from the

lived experience and in connection to a particular person and then to the generalised

understanding of 'brother'. Alternatively, words such as 'exploitation' or 'slavery' are

abstract concepts that develop in the reverse direction: we begin with their verbal

definitions and then ascend to concrete situations in which these concepts can be

applicable.

4
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Learning academic (abstract) concepts is not something unrelated to the child's life that

needs to be simply memorised. Rather, these concepts are formed in "the most extreme

tension in the activity of his thinking" (Vygotsky 1994c: 365) - in tension with concepts

formed in everyday life, both spontaneous and non-spontaneous. Therefore, "the dividing

line between these two types of concepts turns out to be highly fluid, passing from one side

to the other an infinite number of times in the actual course of development" (ibid.). In this

process, the development of academic literacy will relate to the level of spontaneous

concepts that are already formed in the out-of-school practices of children, i.e., academic

literacy development will be influenced by everyday concept-meanings. According to

Vygotsky, these interrelations and tensions in the thinking activity of the child are due to

the fact that they meet each other in her consciousness. Both spontaneous and academic

conceptual thinking are "a single process of concept formation, which is happening under

different internal and external conditions, but which remains unified in its nature and is not

formed as a result of struggle, conflict or any antagonism of two mutually exclusive forms

of thinking"(ibid.). Hence, concept-formation (or knowing the meaning of a word) may

involve many things: a word's reference to the object (if any) and to other words, what part

of speech a sign is and what social overtones it carries, and so on. To know all this (or, in

Wittgensteinian terms, to know enough 'to get by') is to know how signs are used in

practice. And generally, knowing the use of a sign means knowing its meaning(s) or

definition(s) - understanding it as a concept.

For Vygotsky (Vygotsky & Luria 1994), as for Wittgenstein, to use a sign means to deploy

it in practice or to use it as a tool: "Look at the [sign] as an instrument, and at its sense as

its employment" (Wittgenstein 1967: 421). In this instrumental function signs are

employed in meaningful ways according to the rules of particular social practice, and those

rules define both word meanings and concepts. To ask a person what a sign means is to ask

what work the sign is used to do (e.g. greeting, asking, prohibiting, etc.). For Vygotsky,

accounts or descriptions of how signs are used (cf. the Wittgensteinian grammar of the

sign) lead the development of conceptual thinking.

He observes that the child first practises sign operations spontaneously and unconsciously,

and that meanings are bound to the concrete objects or ideas of an immediate activity.

Word meanings are understood predominantly as statements signifying precisely what the

name signifies. It is through the instructional aspect of activities that children start to

define the meaning of a sign in relation to other signs, by knowing the rules of substitution.

This takes them from a sign that they do not know how to use, to a sign that they have

already learned how to use. Through knowing the conventions (rules) of relating signs to

signs, the spontaneous activity of the child becomes a more conscious practice in which

she comes to organise her actions with the help of others in an institutionally acceptable
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manner (Vygotsky 1978). Academic concepts such as grammatical definitions as used by

teachers or parents are reminders (explanations) of conventional ways with words. These

concepts are used to "understand something that is already in plain view. For this is what

we seem in some sense not to understand" (Wittgenstein 1981: 114). Hence, (schooled)

concept formation transpires as a process in which children are explicitly taught to describe

the circumstances of the spontaneous uses of signs.

Vygotsky puts a particular emphasis on the formation of academic concepts in the

development of written speech. In regard to a series of studies in this area, Vygotsky

(1962: 98) maintains that "written speech is a separate linguistic function, differing from

oral speech in both structure and mode of functioning". While in oral speech every

utterance is prompted by changing motives in communicative events, the motives for

writing are "more abstract, more intellectualised, further removed from immediate needs.

In written speech, we are obliged to create the situation, to represent it to ourselves. This

demands detachment from the actual situation" (ibid.: 99). Vygotsky also sees this type of

speech as the most elaborate form of language, because in their writing children address an

imaginary other or no one in particular. In conversation, on the other hand, the interlocutor

is plain to the speaker, and thus speech can be more abbreviated due to the

addressivity/responsivity of utterances in a dialogue. Very often speech acts are supported

by indicative, evaluative, and emotional gestures which help communicate meaning. All

this is absent in the acts of writing. Hence, writing as a new type of speech is a complex

semiotic process in which the child has to explain meaning in order to remove or avert a

possible misunderstanding. Knowledge of the rules of grammar - "sign-posts"

(Wittgenstein 1967: 87) - tells the child how to go on, in this new 'language game'.

There is one methodological problem, however, which did not escape Vygotsky's attention.

I have mentioned above that Vygotsky conceived of concept development as a qualitative-

transformational, fluid process. In the same vein Wittgenstein (1967:71) reasons that

concepts have "blurred edges", due to the variations in sign grammar. We do not use

language according to singular fixed rules - rather, those rules are context-specific. When a

person says something, what s/he means depends not only on what is said but also on the

context in which it is said: importance, point, meaning are given by the surroundings.

Words, gestures, expressions come alive, according to Wittgenstein (1967), only within a

language game, a cultural practice, a form of life. In this regard Vygotsky (1962: 83) says

that:

Direct teaching of concepts is impossible and fruitless. A teacher who tries to
do this usually accomplishes nothing but empty verbalism, a parrotlike
repetition of words by the child, simulating a knowledge of the corresponding
concepts by actually covering up a vacuum.
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Therefore, academic concepts give a sense of how language as a system of meaning works

only when they are related to the uses of language in actual practice. On the one hand,

Vygotsky acknowledges that written speech is more patterned by rules of grammar than

oral speech, and that knowing school grammar can help children get by the difficult places

and confusions in writing. But, on the other hand, the mastery of grammatical concepts

alone does not resolve socio-psychological problems in written speech. Grammar is a

collection of tools and conventions which do not always resolve a contradiction between

meaning and expressive form. A grammatical definition of a sign can not stipulate how the

sign may be used in every imaginable case. The grammar of a sign varies, in its use, from

particular case to particular case. Fluidity in concept formation is due to this variation in

sign uses, and if we want to give an account of a sign's meaning(s) then we have to

consider the grammars of life.

Another methodological problem concerns the extent to which grammatical concepts can

be 'true' descriptions of language phenomena. Even though Vygotsky does not dwell

explicitly on this matter, we can infer the position of sociocultural psychology by drawing

on Wertsch's (1998) notion of the 'spin-off effect. Wertsch argues that in many activities,

we use conceptual and material tools which are 'spin-offs' from other activities (e.g.

materials for poles in pole vaulting such as aluminium and fibreglass are 'spin-offs' of

scientific, industrial and military production). In the same way, school grammar was not

invented just for the purposes of schooling but is a 'spin-off of scientific studies in

linguistics related to specific social conditions and language politics. Which academic

concepts are used in schools depends on "the social conditions of the production of literary

language and its grammar ... in which this scholarly code is imposed and inculcated as the

principle of the production and evaluation of speech" (Bourdieu 1991: 61). Through

familiarisation with concepts of school grammar, students learn 'correct usage' and written

expression in a new form of instructional interaction and practice (Minick 1987: 26).

Acritical and critical awareness of how the language system works depends, then, on the

social values invested in concepts which may legitimise 'linguistic domination' and 'true'

meaning (normative grammar) or expose the social dynamics of the 'linguistic field'

(grammar of social languages and life). However, whether grammatical concepts mystify

or demystify linguistic phenomena, they are scientific concepts, 'spin-offs' of value-laden

scholarly inquiries.

Vygotsky's view of concept formation in this regard is dialectical. 'Ascending' (here as a

term used in dialectics) from a general concept of school grammar to a particular writing

situation, for him, is not a process in which certainty is warranted. Rather, it is in the

meeting of the two trajectories of scientific and everyday knowing that the process of
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concept formation "appears as a movement of thought within the pyramid of concepts,

constantly alternating between two directions, from the particular to the general, and from

the general to the particular" (Vygotsky 1962: 80). This dialectical or cyclical movement of

sign-mediated thought, according to Vygotsky, represents in-depth authentic or post-

formal learning in which contradictions in practice lead to the development of systemic

knowledge of language. True concepts ('genuine' in Vygotsky's writing) are not fixed

propositions but, rather, result from the bidirectionality of praxis.

Vygotsky applies a similar line of thinking to foreign language teaching/learning. The idea

that in second language learning grammatical concepts are not 'absorbed ready-made' but

evolve in interaction with the concepts of one's native language can be the starting point

for an application of the cultural-historic method in this area. The development of foreign

language learning, as it was conceived by Vygotsky, is a process requiring 'translation' of

learners' experiences with their native language into the L2 learning process. Only then can

the new rules of a sign's grammar be more meaningfully learned. Neither artificial

explanation, memorisation nor repetition can lead to effective L2 literacy development

without attending to what the child already knows and can do in her first language. This

implies a profound understanding, on the part of learners and educators alike, of the

bidirectional nature of word and meaning in practice. Furthermore, this idea supports

bilingualism as a foundational principle for research into literacy development (John-

Steiner 1985).

Vygotsky argues that L2 learning is "a process which is conscious and deliberate from the

start" (Vygotsky 1962: 109). While linguistic knowledge of one's native language is

appropriated unconsciously, the mastery of a new language system presupposes an

awareness of phonetic, grammatical and syntactic forms before they are used

spontaneously in speech. Vygotsky (1935) says in his last work The Intellectual

Development of Children in the Process of Schooling that in this lies the difference

between how the two-year-old child and the eight-year-old child learn a second language.

School-aged children study foreign languages in a way opposite to that of their native

language learning: "if the development of the native language begins with free,

spontaneous use of speech and culminates in the conscious realisation of linguistic forms

and their mastery, then the development of a foreign language begins with conscious

realisation of language and arbitrary command of it and culminates in spontaneous and free

speech" (Vygotsky 1935: 48). Even though we understand more clearly today the

difference between the institutionalised learning of a foreign language and L2 learning in

the context of target language practices (not exclusively in the context of schooling), the

point Vygotsky makes is no less important. He stresses the dependency of second language

learning on the level of literacy development in one's native language.

•
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Older children, according to Vygotsky (1935), have a more elaborate conceptual system of

L 1 on which they 'lean' in learning a new meaning system, while young children learn L2

in a highly imitative and spontaneous way. Hence, older children and adults centre their

attention on the semantic aspect of verbal thought and the conscious use of socio-linguistic

concepts that were previously formed in their native language. Conscious realisation of

foreign language learning starts with appropriation of the written system - with studying

the alphabet, with reading and writing, and with the focus on meaning dynamics (Vygotsky

1935). While this experience is uncommon for Ll socialisation, the initial literacy level

and the child's most intense existential experience in Ll practices provides a possibility to

learn L2 in this way. Current research into bilingual education (Au 2000; Auerbach 1993;

Bernhardt 2000; Cummins 1991; Garcia 2000; Genesee 1994; Tharp & Gallimore 1988)

supports this stance of Vygotsky's. In particular, this body of research proves that bilingual

4. instruction enhances L2 learning, provides a sense of security, validates learners' lived

experiences, and allows them to express themselves while working with literary or

scientific texts.

In the process of this semantic (conceptual) L2 learning, the knowledge of one's native

language is raised to a higher level as well. This leads to awareness of how different forms

of language function, to the generalisation of linguistic phenomena, and ultimately to more

flexible uses of language to express meaning: "learning a foreign language liberates the

verbal thinking of the child from captivity within particular linguistic forms" (Vygotsky

1982b: 203). Thus, according both to Vygotsky and to the contemporary researchers

mentioned above, the effective mastery of two languages contributes to a more conscious

understanding and use of linguistic phenomena in general. In the context of this dual

interaction between systems of meaning, "the child learns to see his language as one

particular system among many, to view its phenomena under more general categories, and

V- this leads to awareness of his linguistic operations" (Vygotsky 1962: 110). Bilingualism in

this Vygotskian formulation does not interfere with the development of the child but, on

the contrary, helps the formation of a conceptual system for knowing the social world in its

variety of ideological orientations.

Vygotsky (1935: 21) stresses the critical role of the social environment in learning a

second language. He is critical of research and assessment of conceptual thinking which

neglects "the concrete conditions in which the children's development took place". Instead,

he suggests that "the entire problem of bilingualism should be viewed dynamically, not

statically" (ibid.). And dynamic research for him means, first and foremost, the cultural-

historical inquiry into the range of social practices with signs, in which the child is

encouraged to make conceptual transformations. That is, Vygotsky's (1994b: 232) genetic
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method demonstrates that "a child begins to make actual use of, and to operate with,

concepts before he becomes consciously aware of their existence. In children, the concept

in itself and for others develops before the concept for himself". This axis in Vygotsky's

methodology displays an historical dynamic in the child's concept formation - the

internalisation of generalised social meanings in real life conditions. Another axis is a

functional dynamic, in which generalised concepts, fashioned by social groups out of

cultural activities ('forms of life'), become vehicles of semiotic activity (the 'language

game') for the child only in particular practice-events. In other words, generalised concepts

make sense only when they are interwoven into the practical activity of learners. The

bilingual principle of learning gives in fact an opportunity for a researcher to see how the

child's history in her native language practices interacts with her social environment in L2

learning.

To this end, Vygotsky's dynamic view of concept formation is based on the inseparability

of spontaneous and academic concepts in the semiotic activity of children in educational

settings. The interaction of academic knowing of the language system and practical

knowing of the linguistic appropriateness of the sign, as used in-practice, leads to the

formation of language-mediated reason - 'the bewitchment of intelligence by means of

language' (Wittgenstein 1967). This method of educational research, according to

Vygotsky (1994b: 202), "gives a central place to ... the functional aspects of concept

formation". It approaches a concept as a socio-historical and cultural analytical tool which

is not fixed but is rather a dynamic phenomenon. Concepts are not transmitted ready-made

but are appropriated by learners in the intersubjective activity of knowing, in which the

general and the particular, the schooled and the everyday, coexist in the tension of

becoming.

According to Vygotsky, the dynamic formation of conceptual thinking is something that

No- happens in between the abstract and the concrete, in a Thirdspace of the sign-mediated

activity of learning. On the one hand, he puts an emphasis on the learning of generalised

concepts, because this gives an opportunity for the child to raise her awareness of

spontaneous activity. Everyday activities become the object of self-consciousness as the

child gradually becomes aware of the workings of the social. Awareness that signs have

social meaning is neither an individual 'sudden discovery' nor intentional. It is, rather, an

extremely complex process which has its own 'cultural history' and 'natural history'

(Vygotsky & Luria 1994). On the other hand, the formation of concepts is dynamic, due to

functional uses of signs in various social practices and, related to this, the fluid nature of

meaning. Hence, any academic concept (or the meaning it represents) is not a fixed and

isolated given and can not be learned as such. Rather, the formation of concepts, linguistic

or otherwise, occurs in practices with signs and depends on the functional possibility of a
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sign's meaning development in institutional contexts of learning. Vygotsky understands

concept-formation as a dialectical (nonessentialist) movement of continuity and negation

which can not be grasped by a static research methodology. His alternative method is

dynamic and cultural-semiotic, and approaches concept-development from both historical

and situated perspectives.

Conclusion

In the introduction to this chapter I have briefly described some problems posed by

positivist methods in SLA research. They concentrate exclusively on the innate processes

of individuals, explaining L2 learning in terms of either language structures or cognitive

strategies devoid of learners' embeddedness in the social world. It is generally claimed that

it is only in this way that research into language learning can be objective and valid. A

positivist approach to SLA must operate therefore with careful methods of quantification to

reach that level of scientific objectivity. Geertz (1995: 18) points out, however, while

"numbers normally carry the day ... they remain somehow ancillary: necessary of course,

but insufficient, not quite to the point". The problem and difficulty with a positivist

approach has always been a greater possibility of a distorted representation of facts in the

real world. This, according to Wartofsky (1969: 369), is due to the tendency of empirical-

quantitative studies to overlook or de-emphasise central societal facts "by virtue of the easy

quantification of other, perhaps marginal facts". This path of "least resistance to

quantification may be the path of least significance as well, so that data analysis may

proliferate precisely where it is least important" (ibid.).

In fact, the problem of objectivity in cultural-historical studies of language and literacy

learning lies not solely in numbers but in meaning. With regard to this unit of analysis,

meanings are seen as constructed intersubjectively in specific material conditions of

practice. They therefore enact what we conceive of as objective social reality: cultural

facts, norms, ways of doing, thinking, believing, signifying and even quantifying. In a

word, all social reality exists through and in meaning-making. An objective study of mind

in the social reality of practice means, then, an attempt to uncover those technologies and

discourses which are used in society for the production of meaning. Also, if we realise that

the semiotic technologies of meaning production are diverse, we can also understand

(objectively) yet another tendency - alterity - as the possibility of more than one

construction of meaning. Hence, a dialectical logic of meaning deconstruction follows

objective processes in social practices and examines them critically in relation to other

processes. It is an interpretative method of research which goes hand in hand with what

Gertz (1995: 167) calls a "post-positivist critique of empirical realism".
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The challenges posed by Vygotsky's dialectical methodology in studies of the language-

thought interaction would appear to take the psycholinguistic approach to L2 research out

of its conventional sphere of activity. This is precisely what Jerome Bruner, Ragner

Rommetveit, James Wertsch and others do in the area of first language learning. Bruner

(1990: 3, 11), inspired by Vygotsky, says that "mind could not exist save for culture",

because historically "the symbolic systems that individuals used in constructing meaning

were systems that were already in place, already 'there', deeply entrenched in culture and

language". They constitute a very special kind of "communal tool kit whose tools, once

used, made the user a reflection of the community" (ibid.). This Neo-Vygotskian stance

places the systematic study of mental phenomena in general (and language learning in

particular) into the study of the vehicles of meaning, social practices with signs, as the very

centre of research and analysis. Applying such an approach to SLA involves shifting the

focus of investigation from mental and language structures to knowing how to use a

cultural-semiotic 'tool kit' in practice.

Since people inherit semiotic-material tools of meaning-making from previous generations,

Vygotsky reasons that an objective way to study consciousness, thinking and knowing is

historical. Historicality is another fundamental principle in Vygotskian methodology to

study the sociality of psychological functions and meaning-making dynamics. As such, he

defines multiple time-scales, or genetic domains, to show that meaning is never

constructed 'on the spot' or just processed. Rather, time is a critical dimension for a full

understanding of meaning-making, as an interaction of the historical forms of semiotic

mediation and the consciousness of an historical person. For Vygotsky (1978), therefore,

the sociality of psychological functions and their development ought to be studied over

time as 'phenomena in movement'. This means that researchers should be concerned with

the genesis of psychological phenomena as well as with changes over time. This can be

done on several time-scales, depending on the level of analysis that is germane to a given

study's goals. This important methodological problem of research into language and

literacy learning is addressed at length in the following chapter.

•
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